
Organisers: Amy Brown (University of Bern) and Lucy Fleming (New College, 

Oxford). Enquiries: adaptingviolence@gmail.com  

Adapting Violence in/from 
Classic Texts 

A two-day workshop | 24–25 March, 2022 

Supported by the University of Bern Fund for Promotion of Young 

  Researchers. Attendance free. 

Deadline for Proposals: 15 Dec 2021. See: https://amybrownresearch.net/adapting-

violence-in-from-classic-texts/ 

Plenary Sessions: 

- Urvashi Chakravarty (University of Toronto), Keynote Speaker

- Maria Sachiko Cecire (Bard College), Plenary Respondent

- Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni (University of Houston), Author Talk

- Round table on violence and adaptation studies (TBA)

The language of the workshop will be English, but proposals from researchers working on 

texts in other languages are very welcome. For an expanded rationale, and further 

parameters of the kinds of texts and adaptations we’re most interested in, see the web 

version of this CFP. The webpage also contains details on asynchronous participation and 

other accessibility concerns; if you’re uncertain how much you can access don’t hesitate to 

email us. 

Please submit proposals online, by 15 Dec 2021, for:  

• 20-minute papers (either pre-recorded or as an unrecorded live session)

• Small “Text Exploration” workshops, to discuss texts and critical approaches with

scholars from other periods or disciplines.

Jyotika Virdi (2006) described the feminist creator seeking to represent rape in film as caught 

between a ‘rock and a hard place’—that is, between the ethical call to represent oppressive reality, 

and the risk that representing violence may perpetuate harm. Similar concerns underlie the 

representation of racial violence, homophobia and transphobia, and graphic physical violence, with 

which adaptations of high-status cultural texts must frequently grapple. 

This two-day, online workshop will bring together specialists in the contemporary adaptation 

and in adaptation as a premodern cultural practice to consider what concerns shape the 

reception and re-visioning of violence. We will explore the stakes involved in adaptation, and the 

uses and abuses of violence in adapting classic texts. Our definition of ‘classic’ is broad - we seek to 

bring together scholars working on adaptations (any period) of ‘high status cultural texts’, where 

the source texts predate 1865. 
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